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Einhell is widening its range of garden pumps 

 
Landau a. d. Isar, 3/24/2022 – Water pumps from Einhell are reliable, quick and energy-
efficient helpers for pumping off water from ponds, pools and flooded basements as well 
as for many other water extraction jobs. A highlight of the 2022 pump season is the new 
cordless clear water pump GE-SP 18 LL Li from the Power X-Change family, which is due 
to hit the market in April 2022 and can extract water down to a wipe-dry level of just one 
millimeter. 

 
Water extraction down to a level of one millimeter 

The new cordless clear water pump GE-SP 18 LL 
Li is perfectly equipped to provide fast and easy 
help when you want to empty pools or when you 
need to pump clear water out of flooded living areas 
and basements in the event of a burst pipe for ex-
ample. With a maximum submersion depth of four 
meters and a maximum delivery head of eight me-
ters, this high-performance clear water pump 
reaches a delivery rate of up to 4,500 liters per hour. 
It is even possible for the water to be extracted 
down to a wipe-dry level of just one millimeter, 
simply by actuating the pump-mounted three-level 
switch for the additional continuous operation func-
tion. An easy to reach hose connection can be 
found on the top of the high-quality pump housing. 
The mobile battery box can be fastened without difficulty to a wall or fence using an inte-
grated holder. And when the pump is not in use, the five-meter cable can be stored directly 
on the battery box. 
  
The clear water pump for shallow water GE-SP 18 LL Li fits well in the range of cordless 
Power X-Change pumps consisting of the clear water pump GE-SP 18 Li, the submersible 
pressure and rainwater barrel pump GE-PP 18 RB Li, and the Aquinna garden pump. 
Power X-Change lends the hobby gardener and the DIY enthusiast cordless freedom in 
countless areas of use in the garden, home and workshed. All the battery packs in the 
system series can be interchanged simply and flexibly between all Power X-Change tools 
and garden appliances.  
 

An extensive range of pumps for all fields of application 

Einhell is also adding five electric pumps to accompany the cordless models in its range of 
pumps for the 2022 gardening season. The 220 W clear-water pump GC-SP 2275 delivers 
up to 7,500 liters of water per hour at a maximum delivery head of six meters. On the other 

The new cordless clear water pump GE-SP 
18 LL Li extracts water down to a wipe-dry 
level of one millimeter. Photo: Einhell  
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hand the dirty-water pumps GC-DP 9040 N, GC-DP 3325 and GE-DP 900 Cut are out-
standing at pumping off dirty water from basements or building pits for example. By com-
parison, the GE-DP 900 Cut features an integrated cutting unit system, which makes it 
ideal for conveying very dirty water that contains large amounts of foreign bodies. Some 
hobby gardeners may wish to draw on water from a well. A good choice in such a case is 
the high-performance deep well pump GE-DW 1155 N-A, which in spite of its 1100 W 
power rating is compact and slim enough to fit in even narrow well pipes. This pump has 
an eight-stage impeller system to generate the pressure required for pumping clean water 
from deeper-lying water reservoirs and wells up to a maximum height of 55 meters. 
 
In view of such a large offering of pumps and the diversity of applications they cover, Einhell 
Germany AG is pleased to provide a pump advisor on its website to help each customer 
choose the right pump for his or her individual requirements from the more than 50 models 
available. 
 
For more information about the pump advisor please visit: 
https://www.einhell.de/en-de/services/pump-advisor.html  

 

 

About Einhell Germany AG 

Einhell is a leading manufacturer of state-of-the-art tools and equipment for the house and garden. From its 

headquarters in Landau/Isar (Bavaria), the internationally successful company has continuously expanded 

its innovative rechargeable battery platform Power X-Change and is now the market leader in the area of 

cordless tools and garden equipment. For many years Einhell has set new standards in terms of endurance, 

performance, and safety. Einhell customers appreciate the freedom of cordless operation for all their DIY 

projects, as well as the excellent value for money that Einhell products represent and the first-class customer 

service offered by the company. 
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